FORMAT for CASE COLLECTION (WP2)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------SECTION 1 (cover page): Introduction (in English)
Name of the Case

BILBAO SOCIAL INNOVATION PARK
Abstract
The Social Innovation Park (SIP) is a new European infrastructure for designing and piloting new
solutions to emerging social needs by transforming ideas and technologies into new businesses. It
offers a full innovation journey for social entrepreneurs, from the generation of ideas to tutoring and
incubating social enterprises. The SIP is structured in 4 innovation laboratories:
1. G-Lab for identifying unsatisfied social needs, a creative space to generate ideas
2. FabLab for turning ideas into tangible products
3. Social Innovation Academy for empowering social entrepreneurs with skills
4. Social Entreprise Generator and Incubator for tutoring and incubating new initiatives (e.g. SAIATU,
the sustainable palliative care service)

Website
https://es.slideshare.net/GorkaEspiau2/social-innovation-park
Contacts (SIKE team)
Inigo Urkidi
Javier Finez
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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SECTION 2: Case description

BILBAO SOCIAL INNOVATION PARK
Objectives
To create the first social innovation infrastructure for launching systematically new social
businesses in order to solve social needs
Clients, audience
Society in general
Social Entrepreneurs
Position along the SI Spiral
All of the following:
- Identify Opportunities & challenges
- Generate ideas
- Develop & test
- Making the case
- Deliver & implement
- Growing & scaling
- Changing systems.
Well, what we aim to express is that the SIP is an infrastructure to identify and generate
ideas, develop, test, deliver and take them into the market. In that sense, the Social
Innovation Park in the place where the Social Innovation Spiral make take place for projects
whose main drive is social innovation and welfare to society.
On the other hand as SIP we might see that the project at the moment is in the “Develop &
test” and “Making the case” stage since still have to shape and better gest the different
laboratories/infrastructures/methodologies to help the different stages: G-Lab for
identifying unsatisfied social needs, the Fab-Lab to prototype the new idea or services, the SI
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Academy for empowering social entrepreneurs and the Social Incubator to foster newly
social initiatives going into the market.

Relationship with HEI(s) (High Education Insitutions)
No relationships with HEIs
The original idea was commanded by DenokInn (Basque Center for Social Innovation) an
entity that nowadays does not exist any more and probably, one of the causes for the
deceleration of the SIP has been the lack of links to other potential social innovation actors
in the Basque Country such as InnoBasque (Basque Agency for Innovation), IkerBasque
(Basque Foundation for Science), Univesities such as Universidad de Deusto, Mondragon
University or Basque Country University, Caritas, REAS (Network of Social and Solidary
Economy), etc.
In fact, many of the original ideas of the SIP are now being carried out by for example
University Deusto that host a Fab lab and a Social Incubator. So, yes, although SIP had
initially no relation with HEIs it has been probed that HEIs would have been perfect partners
on its journey.

Finance model and resources
Spanish Government funds 6M €
8 people
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Methodology

This is mainly the itinerary supported through the different infrastructures hosted originally
at the Social Innovation Park. It was a journey starting with the signals and ideas generation
to inspire potential new social business, check its feasibility through physical prototypes in
case they would be needed and finally the development of the business opportunity to be
launched into the market.

Products, results
-

Social Innovation Academy
Social Innovation methodologies adapted for social entrepreneurship
Social Innovation technological projects
Publication, conferences, videos…
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Impact and results
-

Several new companies launched
Collaboration agreements with several top institutions around the world (MIT, LSE…)
Attraction of world top university to SIP (Digipen Institute of technology)

Overall impact
World wide impact as the first Social Innovation Park in Europe.
Images
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Source: Social Innovation Park web page.
Other resources
Please feel free to add any other information you may find useful.
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